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THE CHALLENGE
Two decades after JUICY COUTURE launched, 
the Brand needed to restore itself as the iconic, 
coveted power player it once was. The fragrance 
division had to take the lead and bring the Brand 
back to relevance. The Brand has always been 
described as feminine, exuberant and daring. To 
carve out a unique territory, it was important to 
reestablish JUICY’s message in a current and 
relatable way. 

THE OBJECTIVE
Through the launch of a new pillar and the 
repositioning of Viva La Juicy, the goal was to 
make a strong statement about the Brand’s 
identity. With fragrance leading the way for the 
Brand, JUICY had the potential to return to 
top-ten status, even after some years of falling 
behind. 

THE STRATEGY
The heart of JUICY was always about irreverence 
and freedom of expression. But those qualities 
change over time according to evolving social 
trends. To remain relevant and true to its core 
values, a Brand should change its expressions 
as the culture shifts. 

The new direction for JUICY was about a 
DECLARATION OF IDENTITY and CELEBRATION. 

JUICY COUTURE FRAGRANCES

The Fragrance division 
had to take the lead and 
restore Juicy Couture as 
a power player.



Additionally, strong recommendations were 
made about new faces for each of the main 
pillars. Behati Prinsloo was selected to represent 
the rock star, rebel princess in every woman 
and make a statement of identity (I AM JUICY 
COUTURE). With her vivacious spirit and huge 
following, Candice Swanepoel was selected to 
embody the party princess (VIVA LA JUICY). 

To remain relevant and 
true to its core values, a 
Brand should change its 
expressions as the culture 
shifts. 

All-inclusive campaigns 
brought new opportunities 
for engagement, consumer 
growth, and longevity.

These ideas took shape through two different 
pillars. A new pillar, “I AM JUICY COUTURE” 
signified the declaration of identity, while the 
repositioning of one of the Brand’s strongest 
pillars, VIVA LA JUICY, was all about celebration.  

JUICY COUTURE is about passion, enjoying 
life to the fullest, and over-the-top exuberance. 
Focusing on these attributes, the Brand’s 
message was carefully reestablished and 
shared with consumers with a 360-degree 
approach. The approach moved the Brand from 
its previous print-only advertising to an updated 
model inclusive of print, video content for TV and 

digital channels – such as YouTube and Hulu – 
digital ads, and social media content. These all-
inclusive campaigns brought new opportunities 
for engagement, consumer growth, and longevity. 
Classic fragrance codes were broken, creating 
multi-part campaigns, sequential assets, and 
strong storytelling to populate platforms on a 
more consistent basis.



The Strategy drifted from 
an exclusively Print and TV 
placement strategy, to a 
360-degree plan. 

#EatDessertFirst

INTRODUCING

#RoseEveryday

The Brand was reestablished 
as a top seller in the 
prestige fragrance category 
moving from the #67 ranking 
to top 10 in the US.

THE RESULTS
Two and a half years after the beginning of our 
collaboration, the Brand was reestablished as 
a top seller in the prestige fragrance category. 
The new Brand territories were large enough 
to allow for very successful brand extensions 
(flanker fragrances) like I “love” Juicy Couture, 
Viva La Juicy Rosé, and Viva La Juicy Sucré that 
performed so well that they became permanent 
mainstays for the Brand. 

A bolder and more modern visual territory 
renewed the consumer’s interest and revived 
the Brand. The new strategy had phenomenal 
results as JUICY COUTURE’s codes evolved 
and the Brand reestablished itself as a leader in 
the category. It moved from the #67 ranking to 
the top 10 prestige fragrances in the US.  It also 
entered the top 20 ranking in the UK – a first for 
the brand. 



THE FRAGRANCE COLLECTION

THE NEW FRAGRANCE BY

#

I  LOVE JUICY COUTURE

THE NEW FRAGRANCE

#
DOUBLE PAGE AD

PRODUCT AD

LEOPARD MARKS VIDEO

HOW DO YOU LOVE TO WEAR YOUR FRAGRANCE GIF

FRAGRANCES IN LOVE GIF

LEOPARD KISS GIF

HEART CUT VIDEO

SOCIAL MEDIA IMAGERY



I  AM JUICY

DOUBLE PAGE AD

TVC

GIFS

SINGLE PAGE ADS

SOCIAL MEDIA IMAGERY



VIVA LA JUICY
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VIVA LA JUICY ROSE VIVA LA JUICY GLACÉ

#RoseEveryday

#VivalaJuicyGlacé
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VIVA LA JUICY SUCRE

DOUBLE PAGE ADS

SINGLE PAGE ADS

VIDEO

BTS IMAGERY

SUCRE SHARK ATTACK GIF

THE SWEETS INSIDE SUCRE GIF

A BITE OF SUCRE GIF SOCIAL MEDIA IMAGERY
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Campaign - DP

AIR PARIS x JUICY COUTURE FRAGRANCES
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INTRODUCING
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Viva House

AIR PARIS x JUICY COUTURE FRAGRANCES

THE FRAGRANCE COLLECTION
#EatDessertFirst
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